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LCC Foundation Awards Scholarships

The Labette Community College Foundation & Alumni Association recently awarded scholarships for the 2015-16 academic year. A selection committee, consisting of members from the Foundation and Alumni Association Board of Directors, utilized anonymous information received from online scholarship applications to determine awards based on scholarship criteria.

The LCC Foundation was able to award over $114,500 in the form of scholarships to over 180 LCC students.

“\text{This scholarship will allow me to live out my dream to play college baseball. Without this scholarship, I would not be able to attend Labette Community College,}” said Mike Jacobson.

Scholarship funding is provided by donations from endowment gifts and annual contributions to the LCC Foundation and Alumni Association. In addition, a significant portion comes from the proceeds of the annual Auction for Scholarships.

“This scholarship will make my second year of college a little less stressful. I am pursuing my dream of becoming a nurse. I can focus on my studies, rather than the finances it takes to go to school,” said Madison Lewis. “Just like this scholarship helped me, I plan to give back to the community when I become a nurse.”

LCC student and Latzer Art Award winner, Zoe Foster, is a nursing major. “Thank you for this investment in my future, I plan to do well with your investment. By working hard now, in nursing school, I will be able to help many people in the future.”

A list of students, their scholarships and hometowns are listed in alphabetical order below.

\textbf{Altamont, KS}  
Chase Dodsworth; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship  
Amy Steele; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship

\textbf{Baxter Springs, KS}  
Amy Valenti; Clyde & Betty Reed Scholarship

\textbf{Beloit, KS}  
Grant Deneke; L. Lorene Bailey Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship, Glen Steinmitz, Granval & Mary Maxson Endowed Scholarship

\textbf{Bronson, KS}  
Britney Stokes; Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Cardinal Scholarship

\textbf{Burden, KS}  
Ashley Webber; Vashti Buchanek Health Science, Cardinal Scholarship

\textbf{Caney, KS}  
Bianca Rodriguez; Marie Pulcher Nangle Scholarship

\textbf{Carl Junction, MO}
Rebecca Peavler; Roberta and Taylor Day Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship

**Carthage, MO**
Skylar Bloomer; Cardinal Scholarship
Sasha Short; L. Lorene Bailey Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship

**Chanute, KS**
Kaylin Cuesta; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Haley Taylor; Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Cardinal Scholarship
Brian Yost; Edith & Harry Darby Scholarship

**Cherokee, KS**
Kelsie Coltrane; Ralph & Letty Gaier Nursing Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Lucinda Judy; Nursing Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship

**Cherryvale, KS**
Patricia Wheatley; Maurice Wyckoff Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Lisa Lorenzo; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship

**Chetopa, KS**
Rocky Billings; Treva Mc Coy Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Heidi Gilbert; Nursing Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Ryan Hoppock; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Brooke Kepner; Judy Beth Gearhiser Memorial Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship

**Coffeyville, KS**
Micah Elrod; L. Lorene Bailey Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Patricia Stevenson; Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship
Heather Wilkes; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Taylor Wright; L. Lorene Bailey Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship

**Columbus, KS**
Adele Bohn; Friends of LCC Scholarship
Zoe Foster; Pat Underwood Washburn Memorial Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship
Mary Gathoni; Lynn Brinkman Memorial, Cardinal Scholarship
Kyleigh Lipasek; Cardinal Scholarship
Mackenzie Michel; Cardinal Scholarship
Sydney Spatafora; Betty & Emanuel Wiener Memorial Scholarship, Friends of LCC Scholarship, Ronald Fundis Scholarship
Marissa Thompson; Judy Beth Gearhiser Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship

**Edna, KS**
Broiana Mcgee; Glenn Jones Memorial Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship
Ashley Stafford; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Kyle Woolfolk; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship

**Elk City, OK**
Chazden Blankenship; Cardinal Scholarship

**Erie, KS**
Bethany Barton; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Lisa Carter; Lynn Brinkman Memorial, Cardinal Scholarship, Judy Beth Gearhiser Memorial Scholarship
Michelle Lane; Cardinal Scholarship
Bret Muegure; Cardinal Scholarship
Whitney Wolken; Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship

**Fredonia, KS**
Danielle Shay; Cardinal Scholarship
Lindsey Wait; L. Lorene Bailey Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship, Vashti Buchanek Health Science

**Frontenac, KS**
Henrique Gebara; Cardinal Scholarship
Kendra Graham; Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Sandra Hickman; L. Lorene Bailey Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship

**Galena, KS**
Elizabeth Crowl; Francis Max and Edna Every Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Rebecca Ross; Vashti Buchanek Health Science, Cardinal Scholarship

**Garnett, KS**
Kortney Kirkland; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship

**Girard, KS**
Marlow Kichler; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Holly Kirkpatrick; Edgar & Dess Miller Accounting Scholarship, John F. & Nell H. DeFratus Memorial Scholarship
Angela Mukwindidza; L. Lorene Bailey Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Kimberly Parker; Lynn Brinkman Memorial, Cardinal Scholarship

**Hepler, KS**
Natacia Rowe, Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Cardinal Scholarship

**Humboldt, KS**
Jorie Malonet; Graphic Design Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship

**Huntsville, AL**
Rashad Jackson; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship

**Independence, KS**
Newton Munoz; Cardinal Scholarship
Julian Powers; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Kassandra Sanderson; Cardinal Scholarship
Kaitlyn Shinkle; Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Cardinal Scholarship
Ever Villalobos Amaya; Cardinal Scholarship

**Iola, KS**
Caitlyn Callaway; L. Lorene Bailey Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship

**Joplin, MO**
Heather Shears; Charles E. Thiebaud Scholarship, Clyde & Betty Reed Scholarship, Sonny Zetmeir Scholarship, Ed and Fern Dickerson Nursing Scholarship

**Maryville, KS**
Scott Kleinert; Sonny Zetmeir Scholarship

**McCune, KS**
Michael Powell; Cardinal Scholarship

**Mindenmines, MO**
Broc Bowin; Cardinal Scholarship

**Mound Valley, KS**
Erica Deweese; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Wallace & Betty Guthridge Scholarship
Tiffanie Tiek; Charles E. Thiebaud Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship

**Neodesha, KS**
Angela Dick; Vashti Buchanek Health Science, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship, E.W. & Maude Reynolds Scholarship
Jill Troy; Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Cardinal Scholarship
Justin Vanfossen; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship

**Oswego, KS**
Clayton Collins; Edward & Hazel Sauter Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Clyde & Betty Reed Scholarship
Devyn Paradee; John & Bharathi Sudarsanam Endowed Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Kiersten Sailsbury; Lynn Brinkman Memorial, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Drake Sheddrick; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Marie Pulcher Nangle Scholarship, Connie Holsteen "Kindred Spirits" Memorial Scholarship

**Overland Park, KS**
Cameron Setty; Cardinal Scholarship
Jordan Ahrens; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Abbie Atkins; Glennice Trembly Owens Memorial Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship

**Parsons, KS**
Janel Baker; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Tiffany Batchelor; Nursing Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Kara Bogner; Jack Maier Memorial Catholic Student Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Austin Bowling; Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship, Martha Brandenburg Music Scholarship, Helen Ferrier Carter Music Scholarship, Todd Clay Memorial Music Scholarship, Norma Jean Seaton Music Scholarship
Ashly Brinson; Nadine Gilpin Memorial Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Kimberly Byrd; Nursing Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Kylie Caldwell; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Ronald Fundis Scholarship, Clyde & Betty Reed Scholarship
Andrea Carleft; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Angela Combs-Reveles; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Jasmine Edie; R.H. & Olive Eberhart Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Christopher Eisenstein; Dr. Lester L. Hearson, Ph.D. Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship, Wallace & Betty Guthridge Scholarship
Jamie Ele; Grant P. & Nell H. Pargen Memorial Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship
Miranda Erwin; Nursing Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Kendon Gage; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Shaila Gamblian; Edward & Hazel Sauter Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Friends of LCC Scholarship
Andrea Garcia; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Jennifer Garcia; Robert and Sharon Brandenburg Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship
Marleigh Head; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Laurie Houston; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Anna Huff; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Ashely Hughes; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Toni Hurst; Toni Tippet Memorial Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Emily Johnston, Edgar & Dess Miller Nursing Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Kayla Killman; Irm Blasdel/LCMC Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Twila Kingham; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Taylore Kusel; Marlene Kay Seller Nursing Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Aubrey Lawson; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Kayla Lett; Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship
Angie Logan; Irm Blasdel/LCMC Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship, Ralph & Letty Gaier Nursing Scholarship
Laura Mateer; William F. "Bud" Owens Memorial Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
India May; Virginia W. Blevins Nursing Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship, Charles E. Thiebaud Scholarship
Justyce Mcwilliams; Cardinal Scholarship
Ashley Miller; John "Jack" & Ruth Amos Endowed Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Thomas Nelson; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship
Tiffany Nottingham; James & Mary Stewart Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship
Emilee Olson; Lynn Brinkman Memorial, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Leslie Oshel; Ray Products, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship, Friends of LCC Scholarship
Deanna Peel; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Christopher Ponce; Mike Nutt Memorial Scholarship, Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Karen Powell; Treva McColey Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Dakeshia Reece; J. Lucille Bailey Scholarship, Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship
Megan Reed; Grant P. & Nell H. Pargen Memorial Scholarship, Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship
Tylor Reeves; Dana J. Saliba Scholarship, Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship
Dallas Royer; Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Edith & Harry Darby Scholarship
Ryan Schibi; Mary Rose Wellington Memorial Scholarship, Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Amanda Schreiber, Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Kaleena Smith; Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Lorena South; Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Mallory Strathe; Richard Willis
Melynda Suddock; Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Sydney Sullivan; Emil & Ruth Zetmier Scholarship, Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Robin Thomas; Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Joanna Timko; Nursing Scholarship, Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Colleen Walsh Parsons Kansas M2050 Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship A8600 Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship 000
Jackson Wassman; Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Briana Williams; Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Sonny Zetmier Scholarship
Michelle Wilson; Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Peggy Wilson; Dana J. Saliba Scholarship, Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship
Tiffani Wimp; Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Darrell Winter; Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Derek Wolverton; Treva McCooley Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship

**Pittsburg, KS**

Natasha Blackard; Cardinal Scholarship
Taylor Bolinger; Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Cardinal Scholarship
Allison Casper; Tony and Angie Formicola Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Scott Dalton; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Christian Dowling; L. Lorene Bailey Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Daniel Eason; Cardinal Scholarship
Seth Ellenburg; Richard Willis
Michelle Fry; Dr. Charles H. Miller Memorial Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship
Shelby Hawkins; Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Cardinal Scholarship, Marie Pulcher Nangle Scholarship
Thomas Hext; Cardinal Scholarship
Chrystal Hunt; Dr. Charles H. Miller Memorial Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship
Kyra Hunt; Judy Beth Gearhisier Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Deshanna Jones; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Abigail Kreighbaum; Cardinal Scholarship
Madison Lewis; Vashri Buchanek Health Science, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Mckenzie Lewis; Vashri Buchanek Health Science, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Brooke Main; Nursing Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Mercedes Mcguire; Cardinal Scholarship
Ijeoma Ofoma; Ralph & Letty Gaier Nursing Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship, Virginia W. Blevins Nursing Scholarship
Edith Oyibo; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Wendy Paul; Louis Palmer Memorial Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Maranda Russell; Judy Beth Gearhisier Memorial Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship, Irma Blasdel/LCMC Scholarship
Christina Sanders; L. Lorene Bailey Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
Elizabeth Severn; Cardinal Scholarship
Nikki Spear; Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Cardinal Scholarship
Megan Thompson; Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Cardinal Scholarship
Crystal Wilson; Cardinal Scholarship
**Princeton, KS**
Jacob Anderson; Cardinal Scholarship
**Purdy, MO**
Elizabeth Arnold; Cardinal Scholarship
**Quapaw, OK**
Emily Nichols; Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Cardinal Scholarship
**St. Louis, MO**
Michael Jacobson; Richard Willis
**Scammon, KS**
Aja Baylor; Frank and Dora Brandenburg Memorial Respiratory Therapy Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship
**Shawnee, KS**
Bryan Burnett; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship, Rees & Isabel Hughes Memorial Scholarship
**St. Paul, KS**
Sheila Burke; E.W. & Maude Reynolds Scholarship, Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Veronica Carlson; Goppert Foundation Scholarship, Kenneth Knox Memorial Scholarship
Bria Maples; Labette Health/LCC Foundation, Cardinal Scholarship
Jessica Nance; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Ashlynn Waun; Nursing Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
**Walnut, KS**
Melissa Sammons; Cardinal Scholarship
Deborah Whelan; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
Kacy Phillips; Nursing Scholarship, Cardinal Scholarship
**Webb City, MO**
Kurtlin Hulette; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
**Weir, KS**
Catherine Mcneely; Marie Pulcher Nangle Scholarship
**Wellington, KS**
Micah Rogers; Labette Health/LCC Foundation
**Wichita, KS**
Terache’ Wilson; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
**Woodbine, GA**
Sharai Larry; Avis C. Arnett Trust Scholarship
**Woodbine, KS**
Dustin Stralow; Labette Health/LCC Foundation

For more information about the LCC Foundation, contact Executive Director Lindi Forbes at lindif@labette.edu.